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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions
Based on analysis of the data gained, some finding of the research are as

follows there are some students face difficulty to determine interrogative-word

question and auxiliary verb. In addition, based on the result of interview, the

researcher found the problems. First, the students face difficulty on vocabulary.

They were not familiar with the vocabulary. So that, they confused to determine

the interrogative-word question and auxiliary verb. Second, the students could

not the pattern of the sentence. They forgot about the pattern of interrogative

sentence on simple present or simple past tense. Third, the students did not

understand with the instruction and meaning of the sentence. So that, they could

not change the sentence into interrogative sentence.

B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusions above, can be making some recommendation,

as follows:

1. For the Teachers

a. The teacher has to make the students aware of their mistakes by

correcting their errors.

b. The teacher has to be wise to determine the error of interrogative

sentence from the target language system which must be treated and

which mistake must be accepted.

c. The teacher has to give more attention in making interrogative sentence.

2. For the Students

a. The students should practice in writing interrogative sentence started from

the simplest one such as speaking on their daily activity.

b. The students have to pay more attention to some aspects that are difficult

for them in writing. After knowing their mistakes, the students should be

able to learn from it, so they will not do the same mistakes.

3. For the Readers

a. This research was being hoped that can help the next researcher in giving

more information about analysis in students’ error in writing interrogative

sentence.
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b. The researcher also suggested for the next researcher to use other error,

such as grammar, structure or mechanics.

c. This research also hope can give any inspiring to the next researcher to

make some similar research to give more knowledge to others.


